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2018 Pickup in Growth
• Growth in 2018 has been 3-1/4 percent
• Up from growth in this expansion of 2-1/4 
percent
• Exceeds sustainable (potential) growth of 1.9 
percent
• Propelled by consumption, BFI (at least until 
very recently), and government spending
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Symptom of a Tight Jobs Market: 
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Unemployed



















Labor Costs Still Subdued

















Employment Cost Index• But growing reports 
of nonwage 
compensation -
bonuses and flex 
hours
• Also incurring costs 
of training lesser-
skilled workers
















5-yr, 5-yr Forward Inflation Expectations
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Looking Ahead, Consumers Will Keep on Spending












• Household wealth 
positions very 
comfortable
• Strong job growth 
and upbeat sentiment
Mixed Picture for Business Spending
• Cut in corporate tax rate and expensing 
provision raised returns
• Regulatory rollback also improving incentives 
to invest
• Financing conditions remain favorable
• Optimism generally high, especially among 
smaller businesses
• But trade war leading to uncertainty and 
caution
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Looking Ahead, Growth Slows
• But still exceeds growth in potential output 
(sustainable growth)
• Will lower unemployment rate further and 
intensify use of other resources
• Firming of labor costs and impact of tariffs will 
push inflation above the Fed’s 2 percent target
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2018 2019 2020
3-1/4 percent 2-1/2 percent 2 percent
Challenges for the Fed
• Striking the right balance between containing 
inflation and keeping the expansion going—a soft 
landing
• Situation calls for more increases in short-term 
interest rates
• Also boosting long-term rates: Run-offs of Fed’s 
balance sheet—unwinding of QE—that are raising 
term premiums




Fed 2.4 percent 3.1 percent 3.4 percent
Market 2.4 percent 2.9 percent 3.0 percent
Derailing a Soft Landing
• Full blown trade war - pushing inflation still 
higher, raising inflation expectations, and 
bringing on a recession
• Intensification of WH criticism of Fed rate hikes 
blowing the Fed off course or raising inflation 
expectations
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Should We Fear an Inverted Yield Curve?
• Yield curve moving toward inversion 
• Previous inversions preceded recessions
• Under well-executed policy, this should not happen















10 yr minus 2 yr Treasury
Thank you.
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It’s Morning in Wilmington
Adam T. Jones, Ph.D.
Swain Center
Cameron School of Business - UNCW
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A few brief comments
• Pre-storm we were on track
• Storm disruptions
• Post-storm outlook is clear – for a little while
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Gross Domestic Product Growth
Wilmington MSA (Current Series) Wilmington MSA (Prior Release)
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Region New Hanover Brunswick Pender
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Separations and Wage Growth
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Separations and Wage Growth
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Wage Growth 
18 Months in the Future 
(6m MA)
Separations (6m MA)











FHFA Home Price Index
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How Fast 
is too Fast?















Home Price Index / Income Index
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Watching:
No Alarms Yet
The Outlook was Sunny…
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Source: wtkr.com
…Then it Went Dark
Hurricane Florence
• Property Damage
• Mostly due to water damage
• Business Disruptions
• Low intensity strikes ~1% of regional GDP
• Likely closer to 2% for Florence
• Outside Perceptions
• Home prices suffer after multiple strikes
• Recover quickly after last in series
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What to expect going forward
• Other Storms
• Houston – Hurricane Harvey, August 2017
• Upwards of 60 inches of rain
• Baton Rouge – Flooding, August 2016
• Upwards of 20 inches of rain
• New Orleans – Hurricane Katrina, August 2005
• Upwards of 10 inches of rain, levy breaches, winds
• Atlantic City – Hurricane Sandy, October 2012





























Months Pre and Post Storm



























Months Pre and Post Storm
Total Employment


























Months Pre and Post Storm
Retail Trade Employment



























Months Pre and Post Storm
Manufacturing Employment



























Months Pre and Post Storm
Leisure and Hospitality Employment


















Months Pre and Post Storm
Construction Employment




















Months Pre and Post Storm
Housing Permits
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Houston
New Orleans























Months Pre and Post Storm
Home Prices





• Likely to see a boost to “measured” gross 
domestic product for 2019
• Expect:
• Home prices to rise over the next year, then slow
• Construction employment to increase, on the order 
of 20%
• Tourism sector to continue moderate growth*
• Loss of wealth, time, and leisure not in 
traditional economic statistics
• Risks of “hard landing” and policy uncertainty
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• Burrus, Dumas, Farrell and Hall
• “Impact of Low-Intensity Hurricanes on Regional 
Economic Activity”
• Natural Hazards Review
• Texas Comptroller
• “A Storm to Remember: Hurricane Harvey and the 
Texas Economy”
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Aligning Wilmington to better serve and 
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